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Report from Manby – Round 7 BSMC – August 2010

EE
T.V. Jinx for Cornish
With three-quarters of the 2010 British Supermoto season completed the series moved to Manby
Motoplex in Lincs. Youngest racer in the British Supermoto Elite class, Lewis Cornish wasn’t too
keen on the mostly off-road circuit as this made up 85% of the track with only a simple strip of
concrete he wouldn’t be able to show his tarmac speed to his full advantage. The jumps and dirt
berms were slippery in the wet and muddy conditions but despite electing to run his standard
low-spec bike rather than his main Nameplate Services race machine, Lewis managed a
personal best finish by scooping a fifth place finish in the Elite 450 S1 class. Such are the ups and
downs of racing that the following day wasn’t so successful. In the S2 Open Class Elite races he
was asked to run a helmet-cam for the TV Production Company and it was then that bad luck
seemed to strike. A couple of crashes saw the Caister-on-Sea racer finish way down the pack
which has dented his championship position in this class. However Lewis’s main focus has always
been the premier S1 450 class and thanks to some impressive plus consistent riding over the bank
holiday weekend he is on a more secure championship footing. Lewis is now focused on
heading into round eight at Blyton Raceway on September 25-26 where his MW Racing tuned #1
bike will be able to really stretch it’s legs in a bid for championship success.
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Lewis Cornish during pre season testing March 2010
Lewis in action at Manby
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Don’t Forget to Visit Lewis’s NEW WEBSITE at
www.lewiscornish.co.uk
Lewis Cornish and his family would like to thank his loyal sponsors for their continued support:

Venhill Engineering Ltd

